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Abstract

Background: There is growing interest in interventions that promote positive outcomes and well-being for people with aphasia (PWA) and their families, but provision is inconsistent. An asset-based approach, based on the theory of salutogenesis, focuses on what makes you well rather than ill. This approach has been used successfully across a variety of research fields, including health and social care research and practice, and has the potential to provide coherent strategies to support people living successfully with aphasia.

Aim: To explore the relevance and potential of an asset-based approach to promoting and sustaining well-being for PWA and their families, across contexts and cultures.

Methods: Exploratory case studies were carried out in the United Kingdom (UK), Norway, Israel, Ireland and Denmark in a variety of settings. Following an interpretative paradigm, we used qualitative methods including: interviews; appreciative inquiry; group discussions; and participatory action research. Ninety five PWA and 25 family members were asked to identify assets within themselves and their communities that promote, sustain and maintain
well-being, by responding to: "What makes you feel good / well / healthy?” Data were analysed using thematic analysis.

**Findings:** An asset-based approach proved to be a powerful means for PWA and family members to explore what helps them live well with aphasia. Key themes were identified: 1) personal journey; 2) helping others; 3) connecting to self; 4) connecting to others; 5) recreation; and 6) personal attributes. Self-identification of assets, within the person and their community, and connections to these, helped PWA and their family members to maintain well-being, overcome barriers and regain confidence. Using this approach, focusing on the person’s recognition, activation and mobilisation of assets, could enhance the person’s understanding and restore meaning around the stroke and onset of aphasia.

**Conclusion:** This novel exploratory research demonstrates the relevance and potential across diverse cultural contexts of taking an asset-based approach to promoting and sustaining well-being for PWA and their families. Focusing on maintaining connections to these assets and developing meaning around the event, could prevent some of the negative sequela of stroke. The ‘patient-professional’ relationship must transform into a collaborative partnership, with time and flexibility needed to introduce this approach. Further research should examine how service providers and PWA could develop and operationalise an asset-based approach in clinical and community settings and identify if there is an optimum timing for introducing this approach along the stroke pathway.
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Introduction
Projected figures for stroke worldwide suggest that there will be 70 million stroke survivors by 2030 (Feigin et al., 2014). Disability attributable to stroke, including aphasia, which affects around a third of stroke survivors (Engelter et al., 2006) will therefore inevitably cause an ever-increasing proportion of the overall worldwide disease burden, with serious implications for health-service planning (Murray et al., 2012). Compared to stroke survivors without aphasia, people with aphasia (PWA) are at greater risk of social isolation (Cruice, Worrall, & Hickson, 2006; Davidson, Howe, Worrall, Hickson, & Togher, 2008); changes in social roles and networks (Northcott & Hilari, 2011; Northcott, Moss, Harrison, & Hilari, 2016); and emotional disorders, including acute and chronic depression (Baker et al., 2017; Code & Herrmann, 2003). PWA are at risk of reduced well-being and quality of life because of their communication impairment (Cruice, Worrall, Hickson, & Murison, 2005; Hilari, 2011; Hilari & Byng, 2009; LaPointe, 1999; Ross & Wertz, 2003), with close family members liable to ‘third party disability’ (Grawburg, Howe, Worrall, & Scarinci, 2013; Grawburg, Howe, Worrall, & Scarinci, 2014). Family members of PWA may experience negative changes to their own social participation (Grawburg, Howe, Worrall, & Scarinci, 2014) possibly due to changes to their own identity (Le Dorze, Salois-Bellerose, Alepins, Croteau, & Hallé, 2014). For example a family member may adopt a care-giver role (Le Dorze & Signori, 2010); the PWA may no longer be able to support the family financially; or the family member may develop or experience deterioration of a health condition (Grawburg et al., 2014).

Reduced social connections are a predictive factor of long-term depression (Astrom, Adolfsson, & Asplund, 1993) and can have further implications for a person's morbidity and mortality. People with post-stroke depression, anxiety and reduced quality of life have increased number of contacts with health services (Gillham, Carpenter, & Leathley, 2012;
Murray et al., 2012) and poorer prospects for recovery (Donnellan, Hickey, Hevey, & O’Neill, 2010). To date the psychological and social needs of people post-stroke and their family members are often not addressed (Royal College of Physicians: Intercollegiate Stroke Working Party, 2016; Stroke Association, 2016; Wren, et al., 2014). Statutory health service resources for PWA are time-constrained, while social care is limited, leading to unmet need in the UK and Ireland (Irish Heart Foundation: Council for Stroke, 2010; Vlachantoni, Shaw, Evandrou, & Falkingham, 2015). In Israel, inequalities in availability and access to post-stroke rehabilitation services is an issue (Zucker et al., 2013). Given the implied increase in prevalence of aphasia and the multidimensional consequences to the individuals and family members, it is imperative that researchers and healthcare professionals continually review the nature and extent of services provided. Increasing the well-being of PWA and family members may have protective effects for health (Steptoe, Deaton, & Stone, 2015) and should be considered as a key outcome of health and non-health interventions. Here we explore an asset-based approach to promoting and enhancing well-being, which may have relevance and potential for PWA and family members worldwide.

An asset-based approach, based on the theory of salutogenesis (Antonovsky, 1979; Lindstrom, 2005; Mittelmark, Sagy, Eriksson, Bauer, Pelikan, Lindström & Espnes, 2017), is an orientation to positive change for health and not an intervention in itself. An asset-based approach considers ways of identifying and mobilising individual, group and community resources and capacity (i.e. assets) in order to promote and strengthen factors that enhance and create good health and well-being, rather than focusing on problems and needs (i.e. deficits) (Hopkins & Rippon, 2015).

In the extensive study of individuals’ adaptation to environmental stressors and the origins of health Antonovsky (1979) proposed the Salutogenic Model of Health. He established two key
components to the theory of salutogenesis: Sense of Coherence (SOC) and General Resistance Resources (GRR), which together can be used to move towards health and wellness. SOC is a flexible global orientation created through life experiences and further developed through: understanding and comprehension (comprehensibility), for example of a significant life event; learning how to manage this (on their own or with others) (manageability), and through these aspects finding a meaning for it (meaningfulness); these aspects can be facilitated through information (Eriksson & Lindström, 2005). A well-developed SOC has a strong correlation to perceived health, mental well-being and quality of life (Antonovsky, 1979; Eriksson & Lindström, 2007). GRR are resources, either material or non-material that the person possesses, which can be mobilised and used for particular purposes (Antonovsky, 1979; Antonovsky, 1984). These resources may be internal i.e. within the person, for example coping patterns or intelligence, or they may be external i.e. outside of the person, for example connections with people or the community (Eriksson & Lindström, 2005). People with a higher SOC can self-identify more GRR’s (Eriksson & Lindström, 2005), which in turn can help to create health (Eriksson & Lindström, 2006).

An asset-based approach has been applied extensively in the areas of community development (Dolezal & Burns, 2015; Johnson Butterfield, Yeneabat, & Moxley, 2016; Wu & Pearce, 2014); education (Chikoko, Naicker, & Mthiyane, 2015; Missingham, 2017; Ssewamala, Sperber, Zimmerman, & Karimli, 2010); social welfare (Carter et al., 2016; Culp, 2017; Soaita, Searle, McKee, & Moore, 2016); and business (Fisher et al., 2009; Tracey, O’Sullivan, Lane, Guy, & Courtemanche, 2017). For example, the basis of an asset-based approach within the field of community development is to create ‘community’ by focusing on assets available within the community and connecting these, rather than focusing on shortcomings and deficits (Kretzmann & McKnight, 1993). The central tenet is that a
community has assets that can be identified by those in the community themselves, and then developed (Kretzmann & McKnight, 1993; Mathie & Cunningham, 2003). Solutions come from within the community itself, with relationships developed or maintained within the community to mobilise assets, while an external body’s role is supportive and enabling (Blackman, Buick & O’Flynn, 2016; Mathie & Cunningham, 2003; Kretzmann & McKnight, 1993). Co-production is an important (but contested) element of asset-based approaches (see Bovaird & Down, 2008). For an illustrative example in the area of community development see Blackman, Buick & O’Flynn (2016). Positive outcomes from asset-based approaches are evident in relation to poverty alleviation (Ennis & West, 2013; Toth, 2015; Wu & Pearce, 2014); access and equality in education (Knight, 2014; McNamara Horvat & Earl Davis, 2011; Samuelson & Litzler, 2016); community resilience (Cinderby, Haq, Cambridge, & Lock, 2016; Paul & Vogl, 2013); and youth development (Bloomberg, Ganey, Alba, Quintero, & Alcantara, 2003; Theron & Malindi, 2010). In the domain of health there has been increasing interest in deploying an asset-based approach over the last decade, particularly in the areas of public and mental health (Boyd, Hayes, Wilson, & Bearsley-Smith, 2008; Morgan & Ziglio, 2007). While a number of studies have addressed well-being in the area of stroke, this is the first study, to our knowledge, that specifically and explicitly explores the application of an asset-based approach in the field of communication disorders. Taking an asset-based approach in health and rehabilitation faces a number of potential challenges. There may be a risk of misinterpretations or misunderstandings of the conceptual underpinnings of an asset-based approach, for example, that it is an intervention applied by professionals rather than a set of relationships where all parties make resource contributions (e.g. Bovaird & Downe, 2008). In addition, a failure to connect with conventional health and social care services, or to address competing interests to achieve a power balance for citizens’ voices to be heard has been identified as a serious weakness (Friedli, 2013). Indeed Daly and
Westwood, (2016) argue that as individuals may have varying levels of pre-morbid SOC or assets at their disposal, there is a risk of increasing health inequalities, suggesting that some people may be more suitable for an asset-based approach than others. In order to address some of these challenges Hopkins and Rippon (2015) and Rippon and South (2017) have proposed a ‘theory of change’ model, including four key elements: 1) Reframing thinking, goals and outcomes; 2) Mapping and describing the range of resources available to individuals and communities; 3) Mobilising assets for a purpose; and 4) Co-producing outcomes (Hopkins & Rippon, 2015). Rippon and South (2017, p. 14) propose an ‘asset-based orientation’ as a deliberate mechanism of change threading through these four elements, through which a range of opportunities can be developed, including: articulating the salutogenic concept; developing skills and approaches to support practice and action; incorporating measurement tools; identifying key impacts and benefits.

It is widely accepted that aphasia rehabilitation should focus on more than the impairment, with the overarching goal of empowering PWA to participate in their environments and communities and to maintain and create social connections and new self-identities (Simmons-Mackie, 1998; Simmons-Mackie & Damico, 2007; Chapey et al., 2008). Indeed, the majority of UK Speech and Language Therapists (SLTs) acknowledge that psychological support (93%) and enhancement of social participation (99%) are part of their role (Northcott, Simpson, Moss, Ahmed, & Hilari, 2017). In addition, an international survey of speech and language therapy practice (Hilari et al., 2015) indicated that clinicians considered addressing quality of life outcomes as an important issue. There has been a recent increase in stroke and aphasia research focused on exploring: how a person can live successfully with aphasia (Brown, Davidson, Worrall, & Howe, 2013; Grohn, Worrall, Simmons-Mackie, & Hudson, 2014); self-management (Jones, Riazi, & Norris, 2013) and a key aspect of self-management,
self-efficacy (Bandura, 1977). Self-management approaches, for example focus on encouraging people to manage their own health, by being given the knowledge, skills and confidence to do so and to overcome identified barriers to health (Department of Health, 2001). In a recent systematic review (Wray, Clarke, & Forster, 2018), 46% of included studies (11 out of 24) showed statistically significant benefits for self-management, although these benefits (on global disability, stroke specific quality of life and activities of daily living) were no longer apparent at 3 or 6 month follow-up. In addition, stroke survivors with aphasia were totally or partially excluded from nearly half of these studies and a further nine studies were unclear if people with aphasia were included. SLTs and other allied health professionals use a variety of approaches to address psychological support in the area of aphasia. These include Solution Focused Therapy / Solution Focused Brief Therapy (Northcott, Burns, Simpson, & Hilari, 2015); positive psychology (Holland & Nelson, 2013) and Life Participation Approach to Aphasia (LPAA) (Chapey et al. 2008). These approaches share some conceptual underpinnings with an asset-based approach, for example, building strengths, supporting self-efficacy, and promoting re-engagement and participation by individuals. However, importantly, an asset-based approach, does not solely focus on the individual, but rather aims to harness social capital and promote community connections. Adopting an asset-based orientation implies a fundamental systems shift, including reflection and re-ordering of existing practices towards a participatory, collaborative and opportunities-based focus (Rippon & South, 2017).

There is clearly a need to further develop ways of preventing the negative long-term consequences of stroke (Baker et al., 2017). An asset-based approach may have the potential to shift the conversation to how PWA and family members can create health and well-being in sustainable ways (Lindström & Eriksson, 2005). This study therefore has undertaken a
preliminary exploration of the relevance and potential of an asset-based approach to promoting and sustaining well-being for PWA and their families, across contexts and cultures.

Methods
Settings and participants
Exploratory studies were carried out in five countries, based on an established research collaboration (the Collaboration of Aphasia Trialists). Within each country a convenience sample was used, but with the aim of including PWA with a range of ages, severity of aphasia, and time since onset. Settings varied within and across countries producing a sample, which included a range of contexts, cultures and participants. Location, type of setting and participants are provided in Table 1.

INSERT TABLE ONE ABOUT HERE

The context for each of the studies set-out in Table 1 reflects the particular culture of the setting, and to some extent the type of activity or expectation of members and the experience of the facilitators for these settings. So, for example, activities pursued in higher education settings reflected the involvement of students, working with PWA for a dissertation at undergraduate or master’s level. At Speakeasy (Bury) there is an established culture and wide range of open-ended activity and support from professionals and trained volunteers towards developing strategies, skills and connections for enhancing lives affected by aphasia, with regular conversations around managing ‘the way we live’. At the Adler Aphasia Centre (Israel), PWA and family members are involved in all activities including, communication groups, social support groups for family members and individual LPAA intervention; while at Statped (Norway), the conversations happened in the context of week-long group-based
courses for people who had been living with aphasia for a year or more, drawn from across Norway. The core of these courses is re-building life after the onset of aphasia, with a focus on PWA learning from each other. Study length varied considerably across settings, from one-off discussions to student projects 8 months in duration.

Ethical permissions were sought, as appropriate, for each site. It meant, that in some cases ethical approval was sought through the relevant university ethical committees (University of East Anglia (UEA) (Norwich, UK), National University of Ireland Galway (NUIG) (Ireland) and Trinity College Dublin (TCD) (Ireland)), whereas other sites did not need any further ethical approval because the asset-based conversations were a part of routine activity and formed part of the process of collaboration and consultation (Adler Aphasia Centre, Jerusalem, Israel; Speakeasy, Bury, UK); or because it was not needed due to country-specific legislation (The University of Southern Denmark (SDU), Odense, Denmark; Statped, Oslo, Norway), however, informed consent was obtained from all participants at these sites.

Design

We have taken a multiple-case study approach, as appropriate to addressing descriptive and explanatory questions (Yin, 2017) relating to an asset-based approach to well-being after onset of aphasia. We were interested in how participants described their experiences of life after stroke and living with aphasia, or as a family member of someone living with aphasia, from this particular conceptual perspective, gathering experiences and views that provided explanations or counter explanations. We were also interested in asking participants to consider ‘how’ or ‘why’ their own or others’ experiences may have evolved in particular ways.
While these 8 settings represent a convenience sample, the diverse nature of the sectors, settings and cultures across the five countries opens up the opportunity for direct and theoretical replication, with sufficient cases to give some confidence in the findings (Yin, 2017).

The theoretical proposition underlying all cases was drawn from our readings and understanding of an asset-based approach, which starts with a focus on ‘what makes you feel good, well or healthy?’, in line with salutogenic theory (Antonovsky, 1979; Lindström & Eriksson, 2005). While the basic theoretical perspective was common to all cases, and a general set of guidelines was prepared for the sake of initial common probing questions across all 5 countries, researchers were free to pursue their inquiries with a degree of flexibility, adapting to participants’ spontaneous initiatives and communication preferences (e.g. some participants chose non-verbal methods of communication – writing or drawing while others chose to use a combination of verbal and non-verbal etc.)

The research was led at each site by the authors, all with professional qualifications as SLTs (CS, CJ, DO, GP, JI, LH-J, RMcM, SH) or in social work (VS), with extensive experience of working with PWA (7 – 38 years), and each highly experienced in supportive communication techniques. Table 2 sets out approaches, collaborators and methods used in all cases.

**Data collection: approaches and methods**

A variety of qualitative approaches underpinned data collection including: Participatory Action Research, which is characterised by repeated cycles of looking, thinking and acting and experiential learning through collaborative research relationships. This requires: 1)
repeated cycles of action and reflection; 2) dynamic interactions between co-researchers with and without health conditions; and 3) continuous reflection on power relations throughout the research process (Baum, MacDougall, & Smith, 2006); Appreciative Inquiry (Mathie & Cunningham, 2005) that aims through discussion and active listening, to discover and build on what is working well in an organisation, group or community, rather than focusing on the problems (Hopkins & Rippon, 2015); combined with use of semi-structured, one-to-one interviews or group discussions. The underlying concepts pursued in all cases started by exploring the question:

- "What makes you feel good / well / healthy?"

Further questions that were explored in many of the cases were:

- “Which strengths do you find in yourself?”
- “Which are the social connections that make you feel good”
- “What else can help you?”

Activities and materials were flexible and adapted to individuals, groups and settings according to local needs. For example, at Speakeasy the questions: “What makes you feel good / well / healthy?” did not readily resonate with members, so to make the activity more accessible, the analogy ‘Planet Aphasia’ was used. Speakeasy members who took part were asked “what would you take with you to ‘Planet Aphasia’ that would help you to feel well; what or who else would be there?” (Appendix 1). Photography was used by one member, who took pictures of “what made him feel well”. In Statped, all group participants were shown a 20 minute video1 of three people living with aphasia to stimulate conversation and were immediately asked, “what makes you feel well/glad?” In a follow-up discussion with one group, group participants resonated better with the question “what lifts you up?” This

1 Afasi-hverdag (Aphasia in everyday life) is a Norwegian 20 minute short video, where three young people with aphasia share their stories of life and living with aphasia. They discuss their challenges but also the activities they participate and roles they have after stroke: https://afasi.no/2012/09/filmen-afasihverdag/ (Afasiforbundet i Norge, 2012)
was conceptualised in an illustration of a person with balloons and group members mapped their assets onto these balloons (Appendix 2). At the UEA (Norwich), NUIG and TCD (Ireland) the iterative nature of reflective group work produced findings and new knowledge over a series of meetings. Supported communication methods were used as appropriate. Data were collected at each site in the native language of the country and translated into English by the relevant author.

INSERT TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE

Following data collection at each study site authors completed thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006, 2013) on their own site’s data. Authors were then provided guidelines to record their site’s information on participants, data collection methods, key findings and illustrative quotes and narratives using a proforma developed by CS and SH (Appendix 3). Data were sent by all researchers to CS, who collated the information. The process of data organisation, analysis and interpretation is outlined in Figure 1.

INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE

Data analysis

Data were analysed by three authors (SH, RMcM & CS). A data display was created using each research site’s proforma; a visual record was made of each step of data analysis using digital images captured on a smartphone (Appendix 4). Data analysis followed Braun and Clarke's stages for thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006, 2013) in an inductive, iterative process. The three co-authors took time to familiarise themselves with the data and to develop an overall initial impression (Braun & Clarke, 2013). Semantic coding was
conducted across the data set to identify as many potential codes as possible (Braun & Clarke, 2013). The co-authors searched for initial themes and patterns across the data set; nine initial themes were identified. Following further discussion data were reviewed to ensure that initial themes reflected and remained true to the overall data set. The initial themes were revised, creating seven candidate themes, and finally, after further consultation between the researchers and further review of the data in relation to the research questions, six final themes were identified. The analytical process was discussed by the three authors and individual workings cross-checked with the other co-authors to improve the rigour of this analytical process.

Findings
The data collected, with PWA and their family members, across countries and cultures, produced six themes relating to the research question, “what keeps or makes you feel well” including: 1) personal journey; 2) connecting to self; 3) connecting to others; 4) helping others; 5) recreation; and 6) personal attributes. Some of the themes and their sub-themes were interlinked, acting as the mechanisms to sustain and maintain well-being for a person with aphasia (e.g. connections); while others were the consequences of creating a successful life with aphasia (e.g. establishing new identities). Themes and sub-themes are set out below with illustrative narratives and quotations from the data.

1) Personal Journey

PWA and family members emphasised that each person's experience of aphasia was unique. This was consistent across cultures and contexts. PWA and their family members discussed the ‘fragmentation’ they experienced after stroke and how re-building life as a stroke survivor takes time and could be hard work.

“Survivorship is hard work” (PWA UEA, Norwich).
Life after stroke was as an ongoing process, during which there were successes, but also challenges to overcome.

“Like falling down a mountain – a steep drop as you’ve lost people and then gradually you’re able to start coming back up” (PWA UEA, Norwich).

“I am on a journey of discovery in life” (PWA Statped, Norway).

PWA said they may face a series of blows: suddenly coming face-to-face with reality (“having to answer the phone”; “trying to wrap presents”); or reaching milestones and anniversaries (“I’ve survived another year, but I’m terrified”) (PWA UEA, Norwich). One person with aphasia described moments in her daily life, where she would be unable to do something that had once been easy for her, for example putting on a bra. These moments would be a stark reminder of a loss of capability, and might lead, on occasions to a temporary “blow up”, where feelings were strongly expressed. She called these occasions “stroke moments”, and discussed how over time, she came to accept these “stroke moments” and stopped “beating herself up” over them. PWA felt that allowing themselves the time to re-adjust, while acknowledging the changes to their lives – becoming a person not a patient – helped them to maintain well-being.

PWA also discussed how developing an understanding of stroke and aphasia, helped them to re-adjust and feel well. They emphasised the power of information in this process.

“I just laugh and I think how good I’ve come along with the information” (PWA TCD, Ireland).

PWA felt that information may need to be given multiple times, to allow for it to be processed. Such information needed to be given in accessible forms and required time for discussion and reflection.
2) Connecting to self

PWA and their family members described the importance of connecting to a sense of self. Through fragmentation after stroke this sense of self could be lost, but finding ways to re-build this, helped them to maintain their well-being. For some people, it was connecting to things that gave them a sense of self and identity beyond stroke, for example developing new skills or interests.

“Yeah I just depended on him so the tables turned. I had totally I had to do it all. I had to learn and I learned very fast to do it and I said if anyone thought I couldn’t go to the bank or I couldn’t do things like that. Women years ago wouldn’t be use to writing check or doing any of that stuff. You know a lot of men did it. But anyway I am here in 2017 doing it.”
(Family member NUIG, Ireland)

For others, it was reconnecting to their ‘old self’, for example working to re-gain interests or abilities they had before their stroke, such as getting back to work, being able to do housework, getting back to the choir or getting their driving licence back. The key to both of these was feeling ‘able’ again, feeling that they could participate in activities and achieve. Family members discussed how their own identity had changed, as a result of their family member’s stroke. They emphasised a need to have a break from the ‘carer role’, in order to maintain their own sense of self and an individual identity. They sustained their own well-being by doing ‘regular’ activities.

“When I go out and do ‘regular things’ that make me feel alive” (Family member, Adler Aphasia Centre, Israel)

Some people even described how they felt that they had become a better person since having their stroke and preferred their new ‘self’.

“I think more about others than I used to do. Before I would just talk and talk” (PWA, Statped, Norway)

“I find that I am a softer person than before. And I am more modest” (PWA 2 Statped, Norway)
3) Connecting to others

PWA and family members discussed the importance of social connections to maintaining their well-being. Family and friends were often cited as the main people they connected with, in order to feel well.

“Emm so eh I meet up to my friends [...] it is a laugh [...] it’s a full-time blast” (PWA TCD, Ireland)

‘I have very good friends and they would ring up and if I wanted anything or maybe bring me for a cup of coffee .....and I wouldn’t be.. I would ask them, as well. Will we go for a walk, will we go for a cup of coffee. Or whatever. So it is everything is a two way not a one way relationship’ (Family member, NUIG, Ireland)

However, this was inconsistent across the data. Some people, particularly those who had experienced changes to their social networks or who did not have family, found social connections in their communities. They emphasised the importance of connecting to groups; for example, community groups, charity groups, peer-support and community networks. Some said that they would have no social interaction or opportunities for communication, unless they made an effort to go to these groups. For them, the groups they had connected with were integral to keeping well. For others, it was a chance to meet people beyond their own families, or to meet others with who had experienced stroke and were living with aphasia. People reported that these groups provided an opportunity to build new relationships, and occasionally these relationships were stronger than their previous friendships. These groups also provided structure to the week, providing people with a sense of belonging and a feeling of inclusion.

The family members interviewed also reported that it was important to connect to others, and discussed the importance of being able to talk about their own personal experiences with others who understood. Through organisations for PWA, family members, had developed relationships, experiencing and providing peer-support, based on the experience of living
with someone who had aphasia.

“Meeting the other wives of PWA, we formed an informal social group, new friends who understand exactly what each of us feels” (Family member, Adler Aphasia Centre, Israel).

PWA and their family members also discussed how important health services, including SLTs and medical professionals, had been in helping them to maintain their well-being.

“The support we got was from the nurses and the care assistants. They were unbelievable to us. They are our friends” (Family member, NUIG, Ireland)

For some PWA, voluntary organisations, higher education institutions and healthcare services had helped them to develop the skills and confidence to reconnect with others.

“But they organize people to come into that library and tell you about medication that you would need or do ah (.) a physio an acupuncturist would come you know?” (PWA TCD, Ireland).

The importance of animals was also emphasised. Many of the PWA who were interviewed, described how their dog or cat provided them with a sense of connection. One PWA (UEA, Norwich) said that taking up walking dogs for other people since her stroke made her feel good and improved relationships and helped make stronger connections with neighbours.

There was congruence across research sites on the importance of reciprocal relationships. Reciprocity was the mechanism that helped the person to feel well. These relationships could inspire the PWA, seeing how others were living successfully, as a stroke survivor, and also feeling appreciated and valued by others, for inspiring them.

J: “And ah (.) it was [M] that ah inspired me”.
M: “Yes and you inspired me with the month with the children”.
M: “So we get great advice from each other yeah” (Two PWA TCD, Ireland).

Such reciprocal relationships had a positive impact on feelings of self-worth and value.

However, as PWA pointed out there was continuous work involved in maintaining relationships, not least the need to work harder by finding new ways to communicate.
4) Helping others

PWA and their family members reported how helping others, made them feel well. They spoke about the importance of ‘giving back’ to others. Some discussed how being able to support peers, who were also affected by stroke, had huge benefits for them. People, in particular, emphasised being able to share their experiences and tips with those who were at an earlier stage post-stroke.

“We knew that we would be able to figure out what was wrong where like say a nurse or a care assistant might not have had the time or they mightn’t just know what he was trying to do” (Family member NUIG, Ireland)

Many PWA and family members, described how being involved in activities that helped others, made them feel well. They emphasised the importance of making meaningful contributions. For example, two PWA discussed how they had taken specific roles in the organisation of a peer-support group, as the chair and treasurer, and how this had given them a ‘sense of purpose’. For these individuals, such roles tapped into expertise and skills from their previous professions. Deploying their expertise, they were able to sustain the peer-support group and go on to achieving charitable status for the group. Some of the group of PWA at UEA had been involved in Conversation Partner Training for a number of years and spoke of how this had been an opportunity to “give something back”; they also felt valued and had become involved in research and other projects. This was also echoed by some participants at NUIG and TCD.

“I find that very good (points to a picture representing the Conversation Partner Programme). You get to meet lovely girls; you see what’s happening in the country. See what’s happening with younger people. And they would have time to listen” (PWA NUIG, Ireland)

Many PWA described how they liked to be involved in research, either as a participant or in the design, delivery and dissemination. Other PWA provided examples of volunteering or minding grandchildren.
T (PWA): ‘‘Eh:: every year eh stroke awareness conference is on is on (.)
S (student): Mmhmm
T: Eh the first week in eh: May.
R1 (Researcher): Mmhmm
M (PWA): Mmhmm
T: and eh I and my colleagues eh: (.) were sitting inside in eh the room and
Stroke awareness (.)
S: Mmhmm
T: and eh (. ) eh:: (4) a whole lot a people in front a me and (.)
R1: Mmhmm
T: and eh I eh I eh aphasia (.)” [He speaks and presents at the Stroke
conference each year] (Two PWA TCD, Ireland).

‘‘It’s great to have am a project like this [research project] because I think I’m helping other
people that are worse than me’’ (PWA TCD, Ireland).
5) Recreation

Recreation and leisure activities helped people to feel well and to live successfully with aphasia. Recreation fell into three sub-themes: places and spaces; active; and passive. PWA and their family members emphasised the importance of places and spaces to their well-being. These included being in the outdoors, appreciating and being surrounded by nature, observing the beauty of flowers and feeling sunshine.

People affected by aphasia enjoyed both active and passive recreation. PWA and their family members shared an extensive range of recreational activities that helped them feel well. Examples of active recreation included: engaging in sport and exercise; hiking; eating and drinking; holidays and travel; taking courses; singing in a choir; and aphasia and stroke conferences. Examples of passive recreational activities included: watching sport, TV, art, relaxing and music. The particular activities mentioned were individual to each person’s interests, but similar types of recreational activities were discussed across cultures and contexts.

“I cycle down to [place name] and talk to people you know, there would be conversation started by about 7.00am, you know, you keep going, somebody there all the time. They say, “Jesus, somebody saw me...told me...yeno keep going. So there’s great people there...sport and music are two international languages” (PWA NUIG, Ireland)

Hygge² was a unique recreational activity discussed only by the Danish participants. Finding opportunities to engage in hygge both during activities within and outside their home, e.g. in an aphasia group, or at home with family, friends and pets helped them to feel well. As one participant explains about her aphasia group “and this thing about gathering, that I think is ‘hyggeligt’ and we used to do that a lot” (PWA SDU, Denmark). Hunting and fishing were recreational activities mentioned only by the Norwegian participants.

For some, this theme was connected to developing, reconnecting or recreating a sense of self. In these activities people did not have to be defined by or associated with stroke or aphasia,

² Hygge is the practice of creating cosy and congenial environments that promote emotional well-being (Collins English Dictionary, 2018)
the focus could be on the activity itself and the personal enjoyment associated with it.

M: “I just go to Tai Chi and eh don’t tell them what I have”.
R1: “Yeah yeah”.
M: “They don’t tell me what they have so it’s a Tai Chi” (PWA TCD, Ireland)

“We went from bar to bar. I drank soda and didn’t talk much. But I was there” (PWA Statped, Norway)

Money and transport could act as barriers to or facilitators of these recreational activities.

6) Personal attributes

PWA and their family members described how their own personal attributes helped them to feel well. For many, these attributes were inherent to them, prior to the stroke. For example, some PWA described themselves as having a positive attitude and being optimistic.

“I am optimistic, I have joy of life, I am strong, I am a fighter” (PWA Speakeasy, Bury)

However, for others these were attributes that they developed in response to their or a family members’ stroke.

“Like if you said to me five years ago this was going to happen. I never thought I was a strong person but I think when you are put into a situation it is either sink or swim. You know. I think we have proved that we are strong women. Like we have a great father and luckily he is so patient and he is worth all the hard work” (Family member NUIG, Ireland)

For another woman with aphasia, it was the encouragement of another PWA that helped her to change her mind-set, to a more positive outlook. He asked her, “If you could do 1000 things before your stroke, do you focus on the 300 things you can’t do now, or the 700 things you still can?” This motto became her “lifeline”. People felt that a positive attitude helped them to deal with the prognosis of aphasia. Determination and being pro-active were other personal attributes that were discussed by many people affected by aphasia. One PWA described how he gave himself new challenges and goals to achieve, such as doing a skydive or running a marathon (PWA Coventry). He described the link being his determination and
his ability to remain autonomous and independent. Others discussed how it was the confidence they had developed throughout their life, that helped them to live successfully with aphasia. Some described how the skills they developed with technology and their interest in it, equipped them to use technology to help them live well with aphasia.

“I know to handle situations, I use the I-Pad constantly, I am not shy, I am communicative’’

(PWA Speakeasy, Bury)

Importantly, there was an emphasis on a need for a sense of humour; to be able to laugh, at times, at their own situation. One group of PWA discussed how it takes a combination of personal attributes, resources and relationships to live successfully with aphasia.

While an asset-based approach does not start with a focus on ‘problems’ or ‘what’s wrong’, PWA in this study were nevertheless very clear that the ongoing, daily challenges of living with aphasia should be acknowledged as lives were re-assembled. Figure 2 (below) displays an overview of the processes and outcomes produced through analysis and interpretation of findings across cases in our data set.

INSERT FIGURE TWO ABOUT HERE

This figure suggests a certain forward-moving chronology, which was apparent in many participants’ accounts. For example, being involved and contributing might help to address feelings of “isolation” and “uselessness”, which might in turn help to develop a sense of survivorship. However, it is also intended to convey a sense of iteration in the ‘continuous hard work’ needed to scale and overcome the mountains, which would often arise again.

Personal attributes – “a cup of courage, hope, self-belief and determination” – are the basis for reconnections, which are supported through relationships to the self and to others,
restoring meaning to life and enhancing confidence, leading to further connections that make things possible. The figure seeks to illustrate only the experiences shared by the participants included in this study, who, as outlined above constituted a particular convenience sample, while diverse other experiences may have been expressed if other sites or contexts were included.

**Discussion**

In this study we explored the relevance and potential of an asset-based approach to promoting and sustaining well-being for PWA and their families in cases across a range of contexts and cultures. The findings of this study would suggest that taking an asset-based approach, underpinned by salutogenic theory, is relevant and has potential for PWA and their family members, with people describing their experiences of life after stroke and living with aphasia from this particular conceptual perspective. The six themes that arose from analysis of participants’ experiences and perspectives indicate that personal and interpersonal resources are at the core of positive aspects of their lives. Key themes from the study are discussed in the following section.

Consistent with previous research, taking part in meaningful activities was an important factor to living well with aphasia (Brown et al., 2013; Cruice et al., 2006; Cruice, Worrall, Hickson, & Murison, 2003). Brown et al. (2013), found that meaningful activities, both communication and non-communication based, helped to “foster pleasure or well-being” (p.146). Also congruent with previous research was the emphasis on and the importance of meaningful relationships (Brown et al., 2013; Cruice et al., 2003; Hinckley, 2006; Holland, 2006). These relationships could involve HCPs as well as family, friends or members of groups (communication and non-communication groups). The importance of relationships
with healthcare professionals, including SLTs echoes Lawton et al.’s (2018) findings, with participants in this study highlighting the role of HCPs in helping to build confidence and connect or re-connect them to meaningful activities and people. Peer-support groups (Brown et al., 2013) were especially important to our study participants. There is strong evidence that PWA and their family members benefit from peer-support (Brown, Worrall, Davidson, & Howe, 2011; Van der Gaag, 2005). Participants in this study reported that peer-support groups provided opportunities for reciprocal relationships to develop, and for some people, this linked with the theme of connecting to self – in other words, connecting to others ‘in the same boat’ was instrumental in helping people to re-connect to some aspect of their own life and to their pre- or post-stroke identity. In the peer-group setting, PWA and family members were able to share information, or support others, and for some, to re-connect with a former role or capability, for example a ‘leadership role’, by becoming the chairperson of a group. These groups also provided opportunities to give and receive emotional support, further reinforcing the idea of reciprocity. This reciprocity helped the people affected by aphasia (both PWA and their families) to feel valued and gave them a sense of purpose. Helping others, not only being helped is significant for boosting well-being (Oarga, Stavrova, & Fetchenhauer, 2015). In addition, participants described personal attributes that facilitated them to live successfully with aphasia. The power of positivity (Brown et al, 2012), determination (Holland, 2006) and humour (Simmons-Mackie & Schultz, 2003) have previously been reported as having a positive impact of living with aphasia and our findings are consistent with the literature. This research reinforces the importance of these personal attributes and how they may be mobilised, both in rehabilitation, but also through personal and community networks.
Salutogenic theory offers an explanation for the importance of mobilising the person’s self-identified assets. Antonovsky’s (1979) Salutogenic Model of Health shows how a person’s Sense of Coherence (SOC) and General Resistance Resources (GRRs) can be used to enhance health and well-being. Mobilisation of general resistance resources GRR and development of a SOC can have a positive impact on the person’s perceived health and well-being (Lindström & Eriksson, 2005). In our study, PWA and their family members identified a variety of resources, both internal and external, that could be built upon and reinforced. PWA in this study, identified both the resources that helped them to feel well (for example, meeting with others and developing meaningful relationships) and also the mechanisms or processes to achieve this goal (for example, developing confidence or reciprocity). Appreciation of such resources might be immediately apparent, through attending a peer-support group for example, or develop incrementally through immersive experiences, such as being involved in Conversation Partner training or helping develop research in higher education settings. These experiences helped to develop the person’s SOC by fostering understanding and comprehension (comprehensibility), helping them to manage (manageability) and develop meaning (meaningfulness) (Antonovsky, 1979), around the stroke and the onset of aphasia.

PWA and their families in this study felt it was essential for people to be provided with appropriate, high quality and accessible information about their condition. The provision of good-quality stroke-related information and post-stroke education is increasingly recognised (Eames, Hoffmann, Worrall, & Read, 2010; Lowe, Sharma, & Leathley, 2007). However, a number of barriers to the provision of information have been identified, with the importance of co-ordination, appropriate presentation (Eames et al., 2010), timing and manner of delivering information underlined (Tompkins, Blake, Wambaugh, & Meigh, 2011). PWA and
their family members in this study had differing experiences of receiving information. Some had had the opportunity to discuss aphasia with healthcare professionals; however, for others it was only when they met other PWA that they began to understand aphasia and what it meant to live with aphasia. Developing a SOC after emerging into a new and frightening post-stroke world (Ryan, Harrison, Gardiner, & Jones, 2017), is highly dependent on the person being able to comprehend what has happened, manage themselves and their circumstances, and derive meaning from the event. For many of the participants in this study, the development of SOC occurred in a group setting, where they had the opportunity to discuss their personal experience of stroke openly. Herrmann and Wallesch (1993) and Baker et al. (2017) suggest that people who deny the initial consequences of stroke and the permanency of the disability, are at greater risk for secondary reactive depression. 'Loss of self' and 'loss of person' can interact with depression for PWA (Baker et al, 2017) especially when people are discharged from statutory services and begin to negotiate a new social role with aphasia (Herrmann & Wallesch, 1993).

**Strengths and limitations**

The main strengths of this study are the wide range of countries, cultures and contexts of the participating PWA and family members. Previous research in the area of ‘living successfully with aphasia’ was conducted mainly in the United States of America and Australia and with smaller sample sizes. Conversations between researchers and PWA and family members in this study were in-depth and iterative, and involved an on-going process in some research sites. Unlike studies by Holland (2006) and Hinckley (2006), for example our study sample was not based on ‘living successfully with aphasia’ criteria, but included a broad range of participants who were simply encouraged to share their experiences of and perspectives on living with aphasia.
In this exploratory study we adopted a flexible approach to the methods of data collection, with our inquiry framed in a number of textual and/or visual ways. While this suggests potential inconsistencies in the overall approach, it was instrumental, along with skilful use of supported communication techniques in enabling us to adapt to the communicative needs of PWA whose impairments ranged from mild to severe.

However, orientating PWA or family members towards an asset-based approach, rather than a deficit focus, was often challenging. While some participants easily connected with the concepts entailed in an asset-based approach, others took more time to ‘reframe’ (Hopkins & Rippon, 2015; Rippon & South, 2017). Connecting to asset-informed concepts was easier where there were long-established relationships between PWA and researcher/author or where special support services to family members are available (e.g. Bury, Speakeasy, Adler Aphasia Centre), or where PWA had already been involved in research development, teaching and co-production of knowledge (e.g. UEA, Norwich; TCD, Ireland; NUIG, Ireland). However, even then it took some participant-researcher collaborations time to establish a frame of reference, with PWA, family and researcher/students equally affected (e.g. UEA, Norwich). The experience was inconsistent across research sites for family member participants, with some connecting easily to the concepts.

Across the health literature, the relationship between the healthcare professional and the patient, has been shown to have an impact on outcomes (Krupnick et al., 1996; Martin, Garske, & Davis, 2000), including in the area of aphasia (Lawton et al., 2018). In this study, (re)framing this relationship into a collaborative partnership was important to exploring and developing an understanding of experiences and perspectives relative to an asset-based approach. Our study was undertaken in a broad range of settings, many non-clinical, however
Galvin and colleagues (2018), in their work on humanising healthcare, provide some suggestions on how this could be accomplished, within busy healthcare settings. In our experience of conducting this research we suggest that taking the time to complete the stages as outlined by Hopkins & Rippon (2015) and Rippon & South (2017, p.14) are essential to equalising this relationship and orientating the person towards assets, rather than deficits. Our experience supports Rippon and South’s (2017) proposal that an ‘asset-based orientation’ needs to be a deliberate mechanism of change, where the salutogenic concept should be clearly articulated and skills to support action in this approach purposively developed. Morgan et al.’s (2014) critique that challenges can arise in an asset-based approach through ‘misinterpretations and misunderstandings’ is supported in our study, which highlighted the need for skilled facilitators to overcome barriers to understanding, and to help develop collaborative work. Flexibility in how this approach was introduced to PWA and their family members was essential. Although exploring different means of introducing these concepts poses a methodological limitation to this study, using creative approaches helped some PWA and their family members to connect with the concepts and made them culturally appropriate, which mitigated the chance of ‘misinterpretation and misunderstandings’ to arise. Also, as this was an exploratory study the authors learned from the different sites across the course of the study about implementing a novel approach in the field of aphasia. Examples include using the analogy of ‘Planet Aphasia’ (Speakeasy, Bury), or capitalising on descriptions and sharing of asset-rich experiences among participating PWA in group discussion. While recording of and reflection on experiences (e.g. UEA, Norwich; NUIG and TCD, Ireland; Speakeasy, Bury) produced rich and evolving data, this was a lengthy process, potentially outside the bounds of possibility in a time-starved health care setting. Using the most appropriate method, for the individual PWA and their family members, all participants identified an asset (something or someone), that kept them feeling well. In the context of
group discussions, occasionally a peer’s discussion of their assets, stimulated another person to identify their own and therefore, highlighting the potential influence of group dynamics on the process. The authors acknowledge that while all the participants in this research were able to self-identify assets, for others interacting co-morbid difficulties or low-mood may make it difficult to identify assets.

**Conclusion**

Several limitations and their implications for future research should be noted. All the PWA in this study had chronic aphasia (> 6 months post-stroke). In order to better understand the feasibility of implementing an asset-based approach with PWA and their family members along the entire stroke pathway, it would be important to include participants in the acute stage, in-patient rehabilitation, Early Supported Discharge, and pre-discharge. The majority of participants included in the current study were either, accessing healthcare services, connected to a group, educational institutions or involved in their community. Therefore, these participants are not necessarily representative of the full range of people who are living with aphasia, for example those who do not wish to meet others who live with aphasia or participate in groups, or those who are more withdrawn or isolated. In addition, we did not include the full range of stakeholders that are involved in the rehabilitation process in our study, for example no SLTs or commissioners were interviewed. In further work with clinicians, we would need to explore how this approach could translate into clinical practice and how current evidence-based interventions, as well as novel future innovations, could be used within this approach. The full range of opinions, across the stroke pathway, would be invaluable to better understand how this approach could be implemented and operationalised within current healthcare systems.
Despite SLTs / SLPs considering psychological support and quality of life outcomes as part of their role (Hilari et al., 2015; Northcott et al., 2017), the psychological needs of a person post-stroke and their caregivers has to date been broadly neglected (Stroke Association, 2016). An asset-based approach has the potential to offer a new orientation to positive change, providing strategic and systematic theoretical underpinnings to complement approaches currently used to increase participation and address the negative sequelae of stroke and aphasia.

Adopting an asset-based approach requires radical re-framing and adjustment of expectations and action by health and social care professionals, voluntary services and patients alike. For example, the focus on individual and community ‘assets’ rather than problems, deficits and needs requires fundamental re-working of individual and organisational practices (for a wealth of up-to-date examples see https://www.nurturedevelopment.org/). However, we feel that despite the upfront investment needed in ‘re-framing’ and re-working existing practices this innovative approach may well fulfil the requirements of affordability and sustainability of a ‘frugal innovation’ (see Weyrauch & Herstatt, 2017), producing a robust and durable framework for delivering well-being outcomes for PWA and families.

In our study we found that the application of an asset-based approach was relevant and had potential for PWA and their family members, across countries and cultures. Exploring the lived experience of aphasia, using this approach, has proven feasible. Our research supports Brown et al. (2012), in calling for a transformation of rehabilitation for PWA, where the central focus is on how people can remain connected to the things that keep them well, rather than a focus on needs or deficits. While the concept of living successfully with aphasia is not a new one (Brown et al., 2012; Holland, 2006), an asset-based approach provides and strong
theoretical basis and a practical framework (e.g. Hopkins and Ripon, 2015; Ripon and South, 2017) to enable this transformation.

How an asset-based approach for people with aphasia and families could be implemented and operationalised, within health, social care and third sector organisations, necessitates further research. A failure to work within the current systems of health and social care is often cited as a weakness of this approach (Friedli, 2013). Future research should explore how an asset-based approach could be implemented along the stroke pathway, and include all key stakeholders.
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